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Build an Exceptional Organization with
The Road to Excellence

Through our proven six-step system,
identify and overcome the leadership
oversights that can threaten your
business.
Grab a sample chapter of this ground-breaking book
and learn critical leadership tools, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Consistent hiring process.
Culture of accountability.
Common language and approach.
Comprehensive onboarding process.
Systems for training and coaching.

... AND MUCH, MUCH MORE.

Download your free chapter of
The Road to Excellence today so you can
follow a leadership plan that works.

©2018 Sandler Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. S Sandler Training (with design) is a registered service mark of Sandler Systems, Inc.

2018 Columnists

2018 Columnists
For 2018, our regular columnists will provide thought-provoking commentary on a wide
range of sales issues, specifically, the hot-topics that are the most relevant and indeed, the
most significant.

Tiffani
Bova

Tiffani Bova is the global
customer growth and
innovation evangelist at
Salesforce. Tiffani is a highly
sought  after keynote speaker
and also a regular contributor
to HuffPost, Harvard Business
Review, and Forbes.

Tony J.
Hughes

Tony Hughes is an experienced
CEO and teaches 'modernized
selling' within the MBA program
at the University of Technology,
Sydney. His first book was The
Joshua Principle, Leadership
Secrets of Selling and his second,
COMBO Prospecting.

Linda
Richardson

Founder of Richardson, Linda
is a thought leader in the field
of sales performance. She is
also the author of numerous
books including Changing the
Sales Conversation which
focuses on technology and the
new buyer.

Jim
Dickie

Dave Kurlan is the founder and
CEO of Objective Management
Group, Inc. (OMG) and Kurlan
& Associates, Inc. He is also
the author of the bestseller
Baseline Selling.
Dave
Kurlan

Tamara
Schenk

Brian Sullivan is Vice President
of Sandler Enterprise Selling at
Sandler Training. He is also the
coauthor of Sandler Enterprise
Selling: Winning, Growing and
Retaining Major Accounts.
Brian
Sullivan

Jim Dickie is a CoFounder and
Research Fellow for CSO
Insights; an independent
research division of Miller
Heiman Group and has served
as an advisor to numerous
academic institutions.

Michelle
Vazzana

Tamara Schenk is research
director at CSO Insights, and
one of the world’s leading
experts on sales enablement.
Prior to joining CSOI, Tamara
led the global sales force
enablement and transformation
team at TSystems.

Michelle Vazzana is a founding
partner and CEO at Vantage
Point Performance, and the co
author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code: The Secrets
to Measuring and Managing
Sales Performance.
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2018 Feature Writers
We have also brought together some of the most experienced, successful and forwardthinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly.
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Dr Tony Alessandra
HallofFame Keynote Speaker
and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com

Kevin Eikenberry
Chief Potential Officer, The
Kevin Eikenberry Group.

Joanne Black
Founder, No More Cold
Calling® Best selling author.

Colleen Francis
President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and
bestselling author of Nonstop
Sales Boom.

George Brontén
Founder & CEO of Membrain,
AwardWinning Blogger &
Software Pioneer.

Joe Galvin
Chief Research Officer Vistage
Worldwide.

Deb Calvert
President, People First
Productivity Solutions. Author
of DISCOVER Questions Get
You Connected.

Barb Giamanco
Keynote Speaker, Author,
Corporate Webcast Host Social
Centered Selling CEO.

Jim Cathcart
Bestselling author of
Relationship Selling + 17 other
books. Top 1% TEDx video.

Julie Hansen
President, Performance Sales
and Training, Author of Sales
Presentations for Dummies.

Frank V. Cespedes
Teaches at Harvard Business
School; author of Aligning
Strategy and Sales.

Jill Harrington
President, SalesSHIFT. Author
of Uncommon Sense, 2017 Top
Sales Book of the Year.
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Graham Hawkins
CEO & Founder, SalesTribe.
Author of The Future of the
Sales Profession.

Dan McDade
CEO, Founder of PointClear.
Awardwinning blogger
(ViewPoint), author, speaker.

Mark Hunter
“The Sales Hunter,”
prospecting thought leader and
author of bestselling book,
“High-Profit Prospecting.”

Cian McLoughlin
B2B Win/Loss Analysis Expert,
Award Winning Blogger &
Author ‘Rebirth of the Salesman’

Jason Jordan
Partner at Vantage Point and
Author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code.

Jay Mitchell
President, Mereo LLC
Revenue Performance Advisor
and Board Member.

Jill Konrath
Keynote Speaker, Author,
3 Bestselling Sales Books,
AwardWinning Sales Blogger.

Keith Rosen
Award winning author, CEO of
Profit Builders and founder of
Coachquest.

Dave Mattson
CEO & President of Sandler
Training.

Colleen Stanley
President of SalesLeadership,
Inc., Best Selling Author of
Emotional Intelligence for Sales
Success …”

Bernadette McClelland
Head of Sales Transformation
and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.

Dan Weinfurter
Dan Weinfurter is currently the
managing partner of Chicago
Growth Consultants LLC.
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Some Thoughts About Commercial Promiscuity
Have your customers and clients become commercially promiscuous?
I suppose another way of framing that question is to ask you if you think
customers and clients still value long-term relationships?

et’s look at what we know: All of our customers
and clients are more informed than ever and
typically enter the sales/buying cycle much
later than they used to  you must be sick of hearing
that, but it’s true.
We also know that customer service levels are at
an alltime low, as companies of all sizes indulge
themselves in a frenetic and sometimes indecent
chase for new clients, leaving their existing ones to
fend for themselves. (Lots of foreplay until the initial
conquest, and then a combination of coldness,
indifference and arrogance)
This, in turn, breeds mistrust, which inevitably
results in an initial reluctance to engage  or commit
to a longerterm relationship  for fear of being hurt.
However, the reality is that there are enormous
benefits to be gained by both parties from a secure
and mutually rewarding marriage: For a vendor, the
opportunity to forecast regular and reliable income,
keeps the grey men in the finance department happy.

L

8
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Equally, the customer, once convinced of our
integrity, is able to enjoy consistent and continuous
levels of customer service  well that’s the theory.
So how does that work?
You see, since the key to differentiation is in
forging closer links with clients, the role of the long
term ally is a crucial one. Once the salesperson has
earned the right, it is important to develop and
maintain the relationship.
As the term suggests, acting as a longterm ally
involves maintaining contact with the client even
when there is no immediate prospect for a sale. It
also suggests that the salesperson needs to be
committed to the longterm development of the
relationship.
I believe that top salespeople demonstrate this
commitment by continuously looking for ways to:
l Build interpersonal trust
l Create and maintain a positive image of the sales

organization
l Inspire respect for their company
l Show genuine concern for their customers short

and longterm interests
l Identify ways to strengthen the quality of their

business relationship
l Help the customer meet needs within his or her

organization
l Deal with issues openly and honestly
l Deliver on promises
It is also crucial for the salesperson to ensure that the
relationship between the organizations is mutually
beneficial. In other words, it is essential to build and
honor the expectation that reaching agreements will
mean good business for both parties.

Editorial

At the end of the day, taking a longterm
approach proves more profitable since the customer
will recognize that the salesperson is taking a
committed interest and in so doing is giving honest
and open advice. This inevitably encourages the
customer to trust the salesperson and to view him or
her as a colleague rather than an opponent.
In Summary: Long Term Allies and Mutually
Beneficial Agreements.
For relationships to grow and prosper, supplier
organizations must be willing to …
l Elicit feedback from customers regarding overall

satisfaction with the products / services delivered.
l Maintain regular contact with current and
prospective customers
l Alert customers to new developments in own
organization
l Review the business relationship underlying each
account on a regular basis

But reciprocation has to be forthcoming and buyer
organizations must be willing to …
l Keep suppliers “in the loop” regarding the

company’s strategic direction and needs.
l Value the record of service provided by supplier
organizations above lower cost competitors
l Grant access and information about their
customers to the supplier organizations
Sometimes I find myself repeating a statement so
often that I worry it is becoming a cliché but I can
only reiterate: “It now costs fifteen times more to first
locate, then qualify, then sell to a new customer as it
n
does to an existing one” FACT.

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here

Top 50 Sales &
Marketing Blogs 2018
For the 6th year running, Top Sales
World has announced our Top 50 Sales
& Marketing Blogs. The editorial team
wants to reiterate that they are not
suggesting that these are necessarily the
best, but they are all personal favorites
that the team tries to read on a regular
basis because of their high quality. It is
an eclectic mix, covering most sales
disciplines and if there are any here that
you have yet to discover, we suggest you
do, without further delay.

You will find them all here

Welcome to the Era of Sales Agility
Jonathan Farrington Interviews Leff Bonney, PhD, MBA Associate Professor
of Marketing at Florida State University.

Leff, you run the Sales Institute at Florida State
University. What is the current state of sales
education around the world?
Great question…Unfortunately, the answer isn’t that
simple. In the US, sales programs in universities have
exploded. When I started at FSU in 2008, there
were roughly 30 universities where sales was a
formal area of study. Fast forward to 2018 and there
are almost 75 universities with formal sales
programs with another 50 in the early stages of
program development.
However, I don’t believe we are seeing that type
of growth across the rest of the world. There are
pockets in Europe where formal sales programs are
taking root in the universities. The UK is beginning to
see nice growth, as well as in Norway and Finland.
The number of sales programs dwindles to just one
or two as you go further east.
It’s also important to mention that most of the
growth at American universities has been at the
undergraduate level. There is still a glaring lack of
sales and sales management education at the MBA
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level in the US, but a few schools are beginning to
experiment with Master’s programs.
You’ve conducted some fascinating new research
to find the ‘best’ sales methodology, how did that
topic come about?
In early 2012, there was a great deal of “noise” in the
market related to the effectiveness of different sales
methodologies. Obviously, consultative and value
selling strategies were prevalent in the market, but
there were new methodologies emerging that
suggested that highperforming sales reps actually
provoke their customers into new ways of thinking
about problems and solutions. So a group of
companies asked me to investigate the effectiveness
of these different methodologies. Two years, four
studies, and over 3000 salespeople later, we had
some pretty interesting insights to share.
So what did you learn?
Well, the big “ahha” was that highperforming
salespeople aren’t consultative sellers, they’re not

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

value sellers, they’re not relational sellers, and
they’re not provoking sellers. High performing
salespeople are ALL of these. What our research
showed was that high performing salespeople are
incredibly agile; they have the ability to shift
between different selling methodologies depending
on the situation that they are facing.
Likewise, underperforming salespeople use no
real methodology at all, which should come as no
surprise. But what was interesting was that average
salespeople, the middle 50%60% of the sales
organization were adept at one selling approach and
had a tendency to use it over and over again, no
matter what the situation.
So, the conclusion of the research was that sales
leaders were asking the wrong question. It’s not,
what selling methodology is right for their
organization…Its what selling methodologies are right
for common situations that the sales organization
faces?
What are the implications of these findings for
sales training going forward?
Another great question. I believe that our research
calls into question what companies (and universities)
have been doing all these years with a “onesizefits
all” approach to sales. The overwhelming majority of
sales training programs are designed for sellers to
approach every sales opportunity the same way. But
assuming the research is correct, this training is
actually training what average salespeople do, not
topperformers.
Since the original research, we’ve seen some top
sales organizations begin to embrace a more agile
sales approach where salespeople are taught
multiple sales strategies that can be used in different
situations. In fact, we’ve even designed a new
training program that puts “selling agility” as the
main objective; it’s designed to help salespeople be
“fluent” in different ways to sell.
Is anyone already using this approach? Do you have
any realworld proof that it works?

They are, yes. We recently worked with a major
industrial supply company that wanted to help their
salespeople be more agile in their approach to
selling. We identified the key situations that these
salespeople face on a regular basis and the
strategies that have the highest chances of success
in each. Then we launched a training program that
teaches reps how to adjust across situations and the
results have been dramatic. In the first year, the
company achieved an 8% growth rate against a 4%
growth target.
Won’t this more ‘agile’ approach to selling
substantially complicate sales management and
coaching?
No, in fact quite the opposite is true. By building
agility in sales approaches based on different
situations, sales managers have a more prescriptive
set of factors to coach. Part of coaching is
diagnosing where reps are struggling in their
approach to sales. The agility approach to selling
strategy allows managers to think through whether a
rep’s inability to move a sale forward is due to
misidentification of the selling opportunity or is due
to the inability to execute the right sales strategy. In
some ways, it creates a coaching checklist that
managers can use to determine where reps are
getting stuck in specific types of opportunities.
How does technology such as CRM or Artificial
Intelligence play into this discussion?
I think that CRM and AI systems can be very
important in helping companies identify the types of
opportunities or situations they face regularly. These
systems can alert management when it appears that
new situations are emerging in the market as well.
Finally, these systems can become dynamic coaches
to salespeople by providing a set of suggested steps
the sales person should take based on the situation. n

Leff Bonney is also VP of Research and
Product Innovation at Vantage Point.
Find out more about Leff here
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Team Buying
We all understand how
important team selling is in
the enterprise world.
Marshaling your most
important organizational assets to win
enterprise deals is an absolute survival
skill. And these assets are your people –
your colleagues who simply must be
engaged in the selling process.
he “Everybody Sells” theme, when truly
operationalized in large pursuits, positions you
to face one of enterprise selling’s top
challenges – team buying!
While we focus on the enterprise world, let’s first
consider selling to small and mediumsized
businesses for some context. With SMB’s, you
typically have the luxury of direct contact with the
actual decisionmaker  the firm’s owner or
president. With enterprise accounts, it’s much more
complicated. You face buyer networks consisting of
individuals from throughout the organization, each

T
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taking seriously their duty to add value through their
functional frames of reference. Purchasing is often
prominent and perhaps legal, accounting or other
functions. Which departments are specifically
represented is determined by the size or type of the
purchase and other cultural and process issues.
So, what does truly understanding this buyer
network mean to the selling team? Often, the
difference between winning or losing. For it’s the
selling team’s obligation to clearly know and
strategize for the customized buyer network
structure in place in each specific pursuit. It’s critical,
then, to research and understand the hierarchy,
where the real authority and veto power live and
exactly how the decision will be made. Then there
are the impacts of the powerful influences such as
ISO 9000, Six Sigma, certifications, quotas and other
key organizational drivers. Areas so fundamental to
the organization’s DNA that they deserve keen
attention. Here, what you don’t know can definitely
hurt you. But it’s also the functional roadmap of the
buyer network that merits a deep understanding of
connections and also some impactful nuances. Do
certain departments favor particular products or

Brian Sullivan

services? Or have biases against specific types of
solutions? For example, would accounting, finance
or legal favor complianceoriented solutions while
marketing might prefer more nimble choices? And
what about the interrelationships among the
functional entities? Could they affect the decision by
prompting advocacy or disdain for certain products,
services or vendors? How does accounting get along
with marketing? What type of working relationship
does purchasing have with legal? And remember the
famous “People Buy from People” mantra? Each
individual prospect’s perspective is affected by their
personal priorities, pains and goals. These are all
nuances, for sure, but nonetheless truly impactful
variables  dynamics that exponentially increase
complexity. And if you dismiss these areas as simply
internal politics, you will do so at your own peril. For
these variables must be clearly understood and
accounted for in both your tactics and strategy.
Unfortunately, they’re often identified in post
mortems as the reasons for losses – the actual
causes of death, if you will.
It’s a challenging environment but there’s more.
Staying in the “People Buy from People” theme,
while we refer to the individual enterprise prospects
as buyers, they are, of course, real people. And we
know how understanding the behavioral profiles of
real people can dictate our ability to communicate
effectively with them. And how programs like DISC
enable us to do that well. Consider again selling into
SMB’s, where we’re challenged to understand and
adapt to the likely behavioral profiles of typically
only one or two people. In enterprise networks, the
problem is greatly multiplied. From a DISC view, is
the buying center attorney a “D”  dominant? Is the
finance representative a “C” – compliant? What
about the marketing manager, an “I” – influencer?
Clearly the sheer number makes the analysis more
complicated but just as with functions, it’s the
interactions among the different behavioral profiles
that’s also critical. Effectively identifying and
adapting to the complex mix of styles maximizes
communication clarity and helps you implement an

effective action plan.
With these daunting issues in maneuvering
through enterprise buyer networks, how can selling
teams prevail? Of course, comprehensive
preparation through market, territory and account
planning is mandatory. And so is routinely following
dependable Go/NoGo processes. With these
fundamentals in place, though, it’s team selling itself
that really accelerates your chances of success.
When your selling team is operationally engaged,
you earn you the right to put alignment to work. For
your colleagues bring their functional perspectives
to connect with their buying team counterparts.
Matching technology with technology, legal with
legal and finance with finance makes great sense.
The matched pairs speak the same language. Ducks
with ducks! And actively engaging your team selling
colleagues with prospects in the pursuit is hugely
beneficial in another way. Exposing your
organizational depth and breadth to the account
provides a vision of the substance you’ll bring after
you’ve won the business, which by all rights should
be a significant competitive advantage. And these
functional alignments can also be complemented by
behavioral profile matching, increasing the likelihood
of successful touchpoints through thoughtfully
planned interactions between complementary
behavioral styles. Again, ducks with ducks.
Team buying involves smart business people who
come prepared. While these individual prospects
bring their different functional and behavioral
frames of reference, they have one thing in
common. They are subject matter experts in the
business of the account that you’re working hard to
turn into a client. Understand that and be strategic in
your team selling. Put in the time and effort and
you’ll earn the right to make the alignment of team
buying with team selling a winning competitive
n
advantage.

Brian Sullivan is Vice President of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training
FInd out more here
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There can be no doubt that today, we are experiencing an era of selling and marketing that is
like nothing we have witnessed before. This requires a new modern tactical and strategic
mindset, which dares to challenge the status quo of traditional thinking.
The primary objective of TSW18 is to focus on the future, rather than to dwell in the past and in order
to achieve that aim, we have assembled what is probably the most significant speaker lineup ever to
appear on the same stage in Europe.
Our ambition is to deliver a substantial worldclass event, with worldclass speakers in a worldclass
location.
I am confident we will achieve all of that and I hope you will join us.
Jonathan Farrington
CEO, Top Sales World

Confirmed Speakers

Dr. Tony
Alessandra

Lee
Bartlett

Tiffani
Bova

George
Brontén

Deb
Calvert

Jonathan
Farrington

Graham
Hawkins

Mark
Hunter

Christer B
Jansson

Tamara
Schenk

Brian
Sullivan

Michelle
Vazzana

Location

Registration

The sophisticated Royal Garden Hotel is nestled in
the heart of London, overlooking the worldfamous
Kensington Gardens.

Early Bird discount of £200 available until end of
May. Please register here

Sponsorship
It occupies a 1960s glassandstone building and is
a 5minute walk from High Street Kensington’s
shops, restaurants and tube station.

There are just a handful of sponsorship
opportunities remaining.
Please download the prospectus here

Confirmed Sponsors

The Changing Craft of Selling
Selling has
changed in the
21st century.
For years, it
was the work
of an individual. Now selling more often
involves people who must be trusted
advisors to prospects as well as product
promoters, while delivering a quality
customer experience that involves
coordinating efforts across multiple units
at their firms and customers.
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onsider two recent surveys: one with more
than 3,100 sales professionals about trends
affecting the role of sales in their companies,
and the other with over 7,000 consumers and
business buyers about their expectations when
dealing with companies and sales people [See
Sidebar]:
Almost 3of4 sales respondents (73%) rate
collaborating across departments (e.g., sales,
service, operations, marketing) as critical or very
important to their sales success;

C

l Conversely, 73% of consumers and 78% of

business buyers say they are likely to switch if
faced with inconsistent levels of service from
their suppliers;

Tiffani Bova & Frank Cespedes

l 79% of business buyers say it is critical or very

messenger apps as decidedly less important means.
But these technologies do affect customer
expectations: they expect inperson interactions to
add value and be customized. Treating customers as
“accounts” rather than individuals is increasingly
risky.
These developments affect how
Multiple factors help to explain these
companies manage customer data
results. Smart phones and other
and measure salespeople. But the
Sales
devices make product and price
biggest impact is that more people at
enablement tools the buyer can now interact with more
comparisons a click away, enable
prospects to control more of their
at the seller throughout the
exist, in increasing people
buying journeys and, because buyers
buying journey. As a result, sales
already have basic information in
organizations can no longer operate
abundance, and
hand, put more pressure on sales
in siloes. The surveys identified two
the research
people to add value when they do
foundational elements essential to
interact with prospects. There have
collaborative selling:
indicates that
also been longerterm structural
Single view of the customer.
high-performing
changes in buying. The “great
Consider the order cycle in many
recession” drove a push to rationalize
companies indeed businesses. For the seller, an order
supply chains. Purchasing in B2B
touches multiple functions as it
use
these
tools.
markets has become much more
moves from initial customer contact
rigorous in the past decade, and that
to purchase to postsale activities
But without the
will continue whatever happens in
such as billing, warranty or field
foundational
the global economy. In both B2B and
service. Each function often has
B2C markets, online communities like
different priorities and views of
elements cited
Gartner Peer, D&B, or Yelp allow
customer reality. This is one reason
here,
those
tools
buyers
to
compare
vendor
why “customer focus” is a perennial
experiences as well as products and
slogan but not a behavioral fact in
are likely to be
services.
most
firms.
Crossfunctional
stranded
assets
in
The impact of these developments
coordination—and its evil twin,
is often misunderstood. The media
the changing sales misalignment—is pervasive in selling
commonly emphasize stories that are
efforts today. While almost 7of10
landscape.
variations on “death of a salesman.”
sales people say it is critical or
But if you look beyond newspapers
important to have a single view of the
and a few other industries, the
customer across departments, only
opposite is true. The number of sales people in the
17% rate their companies as outstanding at
U.S. has increased in the 21st century, and
providing this capability.
customers value human connections in a tech
A major reason for this gap is a disconnect
saturated world. The survey found that inperson
between 21stcentury customer expectations and
and telephone remain the most favored forms of
company practices. For example, when asked who
sales communications—for both buyers and sellers
is responsible for customer experience at their
with social media, online chat, text/SMS, and
suppliers—marketing, sales, service, or billing—most

important to interact with a salesperson who is a
trusted advisor that adds value to their business;
l 58% of consumers agree that technology has
significantly changed their expectations of how
companies should interact with them.

“

”
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buyers respond “all of them.” But at the seller, billing
is typically evaluated on receivables, service on case
resolution, marketing on lead generation, and so on.
Sales then becomes the de facto systems
integrator, because it’s the rep who made the sale
who usually gets called when the buyer has a
request or complaint and who must then get other
functions to respond. The survey indicated that, on
average, sales reps spend only 36% of their time
connecting with clients or prospects (either in
person or virtually) and nearly twothirds of their
time (64%) on nonselling activities such as service,
internal meetings, and administrative tasks.
The rewards of getting this right are significant.
Highperforming sales organizations are 2.4 times
more likely than underperformers to work from a
single view of the customer and utilize digital
technologies to provide this view and freeup time
for prospecting and selling. Pandora, the music
streaming service with 81 million users, sells media
on its stations to local advertisers, momandpop
businesses, and corporations. Its 500+ sales people
are in 35 cities in the U.S. and, like many companies,
organized in terms of customer size: an inside sales
team for small clients and inbound marketing
efforts, field sales teams in each city for smaller
agencies and local business prospects, and national
account teams for large clients and agencies. Core
to Pandora’s success has been a seamless flow from
prospecting thru closing to billing and postsale
service—a process that crosses multiple functions
as well as handoffs from Marketing to different
Pandora sales groups.
In most companies, this is a recipe for silo’d
selling behaviors and customer confusion. But
David Rogers, Pandora’s Director of Business
Operations, notes that “Every internal system for
sales is integrated, so reps don’t have to step
outside [the system] to pitch or run a campaign for a
client. All lead and pipeline information is captured
in the system, as is updated content from
Marketing, interactions between Sales teams and
Legal and Finance, as well as commission payouts

18
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and billing information.” The last item is
noteworthy. In the media business, orders must be
custom built to run at selected times and stations in
the future; billing (and sales commission) only
happens when the ad is delivered. Pandora’s system
increases buyer and seller trust in the process,
freeingup time for selling rather than (as in many
companies) checking that client service and
incentive payout have occurred accurately. As
Roger explains, the single view provides other,
cascading benefits throughout the sales process:
“Reps spend less time researching answers to
questions about campaigns. Onboarding has
become easier, and the time in which they can ramp
and start selling productively has shortened.”
Channel Management. Collaborative selling also
means working effectively with partners who are
influential during the buying journey. The business
press—perhaps overly influenced by its own recent
history—typically frames channel issues as online or
brickandmortar retailer, buy direct or indirect. But
this is a false dichotomy for most businesses: multi
channel marketing is now the required norm. Driven
by technology and choice, customers are
unbundling traditional channel arrangements along
their journey from shopping to purchasing. A
different channel can be used for each activity.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the surveys
found that customers (especially millennials) are
very willing to share data for personalized offers,
discounts, and product recommendations. But
customers across all demographics can now
monitor their experience with mobile devices, will
switch brands if they encounter difficulty in
purchasing or checkout, and expect their suppliers
to integrate this experience across multiple
channels and devices. Conversely, the surveys
indicated that the majority of firms fail to capitalize
on customers’ willingness to exchange data for
personalization.
A classic collaboration barrier is tracking and
apportioning credit across channels. At Pandora, as
Roger notes, “If a client hits a certain threshold,

Tiffani Bova & Frank Cespedes

About the Research
Salesforce Research surveyed over 3,100 sales
professionals in 10 countries (28% of respondents
from the U.S.) in industries ranging from
consumer products, retail, and professional
services to manufacturing, high tech, and financial
services. The survey respondents included B2C,
B2B, and B2B2C firms, and survey topics
included:
l Which trends are changing the role of sales?
l Which technologies have the most impact on

sales productivity and efficiency?
l Which strategies and tools are high
performers adopting?
l What does the future of selling look like?

Performers (somewhat increased or maintained
YoY revenue growth) from Under Performers
(negative YoY revenue growth).
Customer data involved surveying 7,037
consumers and business buyers to learn about:
l What

are customers’ preferences and
expectations of companies and salespeople?
l How is technology changing how customers
consume information, communicate with
companies, purchase, and seek service from
brands?
l What can businesses do to stay ahead of
changing customer expectations?

The resulting data was also examined relative to
business performance, distinguishing High
Performing Sales Teams (significantly increased
YearoverYear revenue growth) from Moderate

For details, see “State of Sales Report” and “State
of the Connected Customer” at
salesforce.com/research

they’re funneled up to sales teams and client
support groups that can handle more complex
campaigns. We can track this, keep it visible, and
reward the originating channel with postpass credit.
For example, if a client decides to increase spend
during a campaign thanks to insights provided by the
postsale client services group, the services team is
then rewarded on top of their standard
compensation, ensuring that sales and service work
together and avoid typical channel noise.” At
Brooksource, an IT staffing company, President John
Causa notes that “Our customers want new ideas
and approaches to perennial problems. Having
partners that complement our services allows for
true solutions.” Sales reps work with channel
partners across an array of human capital issues
through systems that make the interaction
productive within the short time frames relevant in
the staffing business. Causa emphasizes that
“Nobody does cartwheels for software. The payoff

comes in the form of collaboration. We had no way
to share ideas and track this across our 20+ offices
and multiple partners. Now we can. It’s meant a 30%
increase in call volume and productive leveraging of
the tribal knowledge in this ecosystem.”
Sales enablement tools exist, in increasing
abundance, and the research indicates that high
performing companies indeed use these tools. But
without the foundational elements cited here, those
tools are likely to be stranded assets in the changing
n
sales landscape.

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author most recently of
Aligning Strategy and Sales (Harvard Business
Review Press). Tiffani Bova is a Global
CustomerGrowth and Innovation Evangelist
at Salesforce and has worked with hundreds
of technology companies on helping to define
their gotomarket models.
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About the Book
Today’s prevailing sales strategies are often based on decadesold practices for bringing products and services to
customers. In the age of technology, buyers come fully informed about what you have to offer, how you stack up
against the competition and the different options for solving their business challenges. Successful selling demands a
new approach to differentiating your offering, engaging customers, and driving profits.
“Sales Enablement: A Master Framework to Engage, Equip and Empower a WorldClass Sales Force” is the turnkey
roadmap for sales leaders and sales enablement professionals who are serious about building a stateoftheart sales
force. This comprehensive guide shows you how to orchestrate a sustainable system of content, training, coaching,
and technology along with proven best practices for equipping your sales teams with everything they need to succeed
in today’s competitive sales environments. Download An Excerpt Here

Joanne Black

Forget Practice Makes Perfect—
Practice Makes Sense
I always look forward to the
Olympics. It gives me the
perfect excuse to remind
sales leaders and their
teams what it takes to
excel—in sports, in life, and certainly in
sales.

lympic athletes come from all over the
world to compete in a myriad of events, but
they all have one thing in common: They
got there because they have continually invested in
building their skills. They train with an unparalleled
rigor. They have not just one coach, but many. And
they are laserfocused on winning the gold.
Yet, while companies spend tons of money on
client events, company celebrations, sales
incentives, and worklife balance perks like childcare,
they skimp on investing in building permanent,
repeatable sales skills for their teams. They provide
some “training,” but training without reinforcement,
coaching, accountability, and practice is a waste of
time and money.

O

It’s an ongoing problem in B2B sales. Leaders are
in such a hurry to check the “training” box on their
todo lists that they neglect what actually makes
training successful. They discount the time, energy,
and investment (yes, investment) that it takes to
implement a successful skillsbuilding program. But
without deliberate practice, feedback, and coaching,
reps only dabble in new skills. They won’t actually
change their behavior.
It takes more than a few days of practice before
someone can fly a plane, play a game of golf with a
10 handicap, become a master chef, or win a gold
medal in the giant slalom at the Olympics. And it
takes more than a few hours of training to master
new sales skills.
Some sales leaders believe that if their teams
receive a little training, they’ll practice on their own
time. However, most sales reps resist practice. They
don’t get paid to practice. They get paid to sell.
Topperforming sales reps operate differently.
They determine the critical, dealbreaking skills
needed for sales success, and they take a deep dive
into honing those skills. These supersales achievers
narrow their focus and relentlessly learn and apply
new sales skills by committing to daily practice. Yes,
daily practice.
I’ll have to wait another two years to write about
the Olympics (I’m perhaps a bit late with the
reference now), but while I’m waiting, Olympic
hopefuls all over the world will be training,
practicing, and honing their skills.
What will your team be doing? If you want this to
be a gamechanging year, it’s up to you as the sales
leader to make practice a requirement, an integral
part of your culture, and a major component of your
n
sales strategy.

Joanne Black is America’s leading authority on
referral selling. Find out more here
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Take A Day to Think About It
“Without reflection there is
no true learning”, Kevin
Buck, philosopher, author.

hen’s the last time you took a day to just
review what you know, where you’re
going and what to do next? They say that
the essence of intelligence is the ability to make
distinctions, to notice the differences, to see more
than the obvious. This takes a window of
disengagement
from
the
activities
under
consideration. It’s hard to observe accurately while
you’re still “doing.”
I’ve led some people through this process
recently and I am continually amazed at how
valuable it can be. Insights, “Ahas!” and better
decisions are typically the outcome. And it only
takes a day of focus and reflection.
What we typically do is meet in advance via video
call and identify the goals and hopes for the day of
reflection. Then, in person, at breakfast on the main

W
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day we discuss what matters most and what kinds of
outcomes we’d ideally hope to achieve. After that,
our focus is on identifying the major categories
under our influence and the moving parts within
them. For example: in my world that would be
speaking, training, consulting, advisory coaching, and
authorship. I do them all but not all at once, so I’d
need to focus on one at a time. The same is true for
other fields.
Within each category we isolate the current state
of affairs and select the ideal outcomes we’d like to
see. Next comes a comparison of the strategies and
tactics that would get us there.
At lunch we reflect on the morning’s experience
and go for a walk to discuss how this feels and how
workable we think it will be. In the afternoon, we
isolate the priority items, the points of intervention
where a valuable difference could be made soon.
Then we focus our energies on mastering those
steps and identifying the next moves that we could
make.
Back home, after a few days back in the saddle,
we talk again about the effects felt by our new

Jim Cathcart

decisions and refine the plan to assure that it is
organic, natural and true to who you are. I’ve found
this process to have great value every year or two.
Give it a try with a trusted advisor and see where the
value is for you.
You may look at a something and see exactly
what I see, but I will only notice what I see. Because
of my lack of specialized training in your field, I’ll only
observe what is obvious to anyone. As a trained
professional in your specialty, you will notice much
more. You’ll see systems, patterns, brands, types,
extras, omissions and even more. You can look at a
product or service and know how to use them,
whether they are new or not, etc. That’s because as
you’ve learned about them, you have also given a
great deal of thought to what they are, how they
operate and what each item means in the mix. By
contrast, technically I see what looks like any other
item.
But, as an objective observer who cares about
you, I can bring observations that would never be
thought of from your insider’s view. This is what
makes having a “Master Mind Alliance” so valuable.
(“Master Mind” was a term coined by Napoleon Hill
in his book Think and Grow Rich.) When you get
together with people who care about helping you, in
an open forum where you’ll tell each other the truth,
then the ideas and solutions you produce will have
great value. I spent 29 years with my Master Mind
group “Speakers Roundtable”, professional speakers
and authors at the top of their careers. Twice a year
we’d get together to help each other grow, and all
year long we’d tell each other the truth in a caring
and creative way.
I’m at the other end of the spectrum when it
comes to reflecting. I take what some would
consider, too much time to think about what things
mean or how they could be applied for some good
purpose. Then again, it’s my job to “think about”
things and interpret them for you.
My favorite phrase of late is: “What this means to
you is…”
Schools teach lots of great information and

powerful ideas but if there’s no reflection on how to
apply them then the classroom time was wasted.
Knowledge isn’t power. The ability to apply
knowledge is where the power comes in. The
intelligence that comes from taking time to think
things through is, in many ways, the “transmission”
of our minds. It takes the potential power of
knowledge and translates, or transmits, it to our
hands and voices for application in wise ways.
The next time you talk with one of your
coworkers about something that they already know,
consider that they may only know it technically. In
other words, they might be able to say it back to you
just as you said it, but without thinking it through,
they won’t really understand what this means to
them. Don’t expect people to truly know what
they’ve merely seen or heard. Help them think about
what it means. And be sure to take a day
n
occasionally for yourself.

Jim Cathcart, CSP, CPAE author of
Relationship Selling. Top 1% TEDx speaker.
Find out more here

The Business Case for Better Sales Coaching
One of the most pressing
trends impacting
salesforces today is the
steady decline in the
numbers of salespeople
making quota. According to CSO insights,
the percentage of salespeople at quota
has been in a steady decline, and 2017
marked the first year that this important
metric dropped below 50%.
his has occurred while most organizations have
raised revenue targets: The perfect storm of
bad news for sales leaders. These conditions
make the Herculean task of hitting growing revenue
targets increasingly difficult.

T

How Much Does Sales Coaching Matter?
With this confluence of events, it is no surprise that in
recent years sales coaching has become an intense
area of focus for organizations looking to improve the
capabilities of their salesforce. In fact, research we
conducted with the Sales Management Association
indicated that sales coaching was identified as the
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most important sales management training topic.
Needs analyses conducted across a variety of
industries revealed that sales coaching was either the
number one or number two topic in order of
importance. Organizations think coaching is important
and most sales managers want to become better at it.
So how much does sales coaching matter? What kind
of impact are sales managers having on their
organization’s ability to hit their targets?

Is Performance Against Revenue Targets a
Good Measurement?
We turned our research toward these important
questions and we discovered some interesting
things. First, there’s the most obvious measure of a
‘good’ manager, which is how they perform against
their revenue targets. Here’s what we found…
Vantage Point’s recently completed, comprehensive
study into sales coaching practices revealed that the
top 25% of sales managers outperformed their
lowerperforming peers by $3.5m dollars in revenue,
and achieved 115% of their revenue targets on
average. Even the middle 50% of sales managers
were hovering around 99% of their revenue target.
With almost 75% of managers coming close to or
meeting their revenue targets, why is the percentage
of salespeople at quota below 50%  and what are

Michelle Vazzana

the highest performing managers doing differently?

Or is the Percentage of Salespeople at Quota
Better?
One of our most illuminating findings was that
examination of the percentage of salespeople at
quota on any given team is a much more useful
metric. When we look at the same three groups of
managers in the bottom 25%, the middle 50%, and
the top 25%  something shocking emerges. The
lowest performing managers and the core (the middle
50% of managers) had almost the same percentage of
salespeople at quota. That means that the core group
of managers were relying on a few highperforming
salespeople to get them close to their revenue target.
The top 25% of managers were getting 30% more of
their salespeople to quota. That is the key to hitting
increasingly aggressive revenue targets – get more of
your salespeople to quota.

A Double Blow to the Sales Organization
The cold hard facts demonstrate that sales managers
are failing at this critically important task. High
achieving individuals who were successful
salespeople are largely unable to replicate their high
performance when managing a sales team. This is a
travesty, both for the sales managers who are failing,
and for the organizations that employ them. Consider
why this is particularly alarming. Sales managers are
promoted because they are successful salespeople.
When a high performing sales rep becomes a failing
sales manager, not only is the organization they work
for at risk of not making their numbers, that same
organization has also lost a highperforming
salesperson. It is a double hit.
On the one hand, it makes perfect sense to
promote the best and brightest. It makes intuitive
sense that the best salespeople would be the best
candidates for the sales management population.
However, a successful individual salesperson
contributor alltooften doesn’t translate to success in

the sales manager role. In our study, 75% of the sales
managers missed their revenue targets and were
getting fewer than half their sellers to quota.
Something is amiss. Why are so many managers
failing? What can we do to address this problem and
where does sales coaching come into play?

What can be Done?
The first thing we must do is challenge the
conventional wisdom we’ve been governed by for
decades. The most common beliefs about sales
coaching are that the most successful sales managers
spend more time coaching their salespeople, and that
they do the majority of this coaching in the field.
These two beliefs form the holy grail of sales coaching
wisdom – and they are wrong. “What?” you might be
thinking. “Really? No, I don’t believe it.” Well, it’s true,
as our solid research reveals. In our study, the lowest
performing managers spent more hours per month
coaching than the highest performing managers. The
highest performing managers spent 17 hours on
average per month coaching their sellers, whereas the
lowest performers spend 24 hours per month. The
low performers also spent more time in the field with
their salespeople than their organizations required.
Not so for the high performers, who spent about the
required time, or slightly less. Yikes. What does this
mean for the state of sales coaching?
In my next column, I will begin to unpack the
coaching practices that allowed these high
performing managers to get 30% more of their
salespeople to quota. I will share the real insights that
came from our exhaustive study, many of which were
both surprising and contrary to conventional
coaching wisdom. I hope I’ve have sufficiently piqued
your curiosity and that you will take this exciting
journey with me to dramatically improve your sales
n
coaching prowess!

Michelle Vazzana is a founding partner and
CEO at Vantage Point Performance.
FInd out more here
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Is Your Team Equipped to
Handle Sales Stress?
The sales profession carries plenty of stress. Your sales results are out
there for the world to see. You either achieved your sales quota or you
didn’t, and it’s on a visible company dashboard.
tress grows as the number of competitors
increases each day. The internet allows small
companies to look big. It’s harder to
differentiate your products and services because
competitors can quickly duplicate your latest
disruptive invention or approach. We sell in a world
where prospects are on information overload, often
choosing to go with the safe option, existing vendor
or status quo. If your sales team doesn’t know how
to manage stress, it can be detrimental to their sales
success.
When the body is stressed, it emits the stress
hormone of cortisol, which creates fatigue,
depression and lack of creativity. Not a good
formula for achieving sustainable sales.
Research shows that the most successful people
are those who can perform and thrive, despite
adversity and setbacks. Take a look at two

S
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competencies that will help your sales team be more
successful when the going gets tough.
#1: Locus of control. This concept was developed
by American psychologist Julian B. Rotter, in the
1950’s. His research showed that people with a high
internal locus of control believe they can control
their outcomes despite external factors.
Just the opposite, people possessing a low locus
of control blame external forces for everything 
including their lack of success.
This concept shows up every day in sales. When
things get difficult, the internal locus of control
salesperson doesn’t blame or make excuses. She
turns inward and asks herself, “What can I do to
change my circumstances?” She applies the
emotional intelligence skills of reality testing and
delayed gratification, analyzing recent wins and

Colleen Stanley

losses. Instead of blaming the marketing department
for poor leads, she learns from the analysis and
pursues only prospects that can and will buy.
The internal locus of control salesperson doesn’t
use excuses such as, “I have a bad territory. My
prospects are the worst.” Instead, she examines her
sales process to identify any gaps in selling skills or
approach. Her mantra is, “If it is to be, it is up to me.”
Salespeople possessing an external locus of
control quickly default to the blame game. They run
to their sales manager to demand more marketing
support, better pricing, more accounts or a new
territory. They look outside themselves for
improvement, rather than inside to see what they
need to change.
Sales managers can help build proactive, internal
locus of control sales cultures by asking internal
locus of control questions. Remind your sales team
that they can control their sales destiny by asking:
l
l
l
l

What should you stop doing?
What should you start doing?
Who can you ask for help or advice?
What is the one thing you can do each day that
will help you gain more contacts with qualified
opportunities?
l What selling skills can you improve through
study and practice?
The research is clear: When people takes control,
stress lowers because they are in control of doing
something! As a result, they are able to think more
clearly, engage in better problem solving and act
more decisively.
#2: Perspective. Many successful people have
experienced more than their share of adversity. The
difference in these high performers is their
perspective on adversity.
Successful salespeople tap into the emotional
intelligence skill of optimism, which changes their
perspective. When faced with adversity, these
salespeople ask optimistic questions, different

questions than their pessimistic peers, such as:
l What’s good about this adversity?
l What’s the lesson learned?
l How will this lesson serve me in my next sales

conversation?
The optimistic salesperson perceives adversity as a
gift rather than a setback. As a result, he gets back in
the sales saddle, armed with new lessons and rides
off to win the next piece of business.
The pessimistic salesperson, as you might guess,
has a different perspective, resulting in different
questions:
l Why does this always happen to me?
l Why don’t I ever get a break?
l Why do I have the worse prospects?

This type of thinking leads to more stress. Instead of
seeking to improve, this salesperson indulges in
negative selftalk, selfpity and “woeisme”
behavior.
Sales managers, when you see a salesperson
hosting a pity party, cut it short by asking the
optimistic questions listed above. Ask the
pessimistic salesperson to write down three lessons
learned from their recent setback. Then ask the
powerful coaching question, “What will you change
on future sales calls because of these lessons
learned? Would you have learned these lessons, this
quickly, without the failure?”
If you want to equip your sales team in an
increasingly competitive environment, teach and
develop the two essential skills for managing stress.
Grow your sales team’s internal locus of control.
n
Change how they view adversity and failure.

Colleen Stanley is President of
SalesLeadership, Inc. and Best Selling Author
of Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success …”
Find out more here
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Anyone Who Makes It Has a Mentor
Twenty years ago, Don Perkins, who was an outside Board member for the
company that I was running at the time, gave me a copy of an article that he
had authored for the Harvard Business Review a few years prior detailing
the benefits that accrue to CEOs that have mentors.
on was my mentor at the time, a role that
was formally put in place for me as CEO by
my Board, and the Board also established a
formal mentorship program for each of the other
senior executives that reported to me.
This notion of mentorship is of course not new,
but I think the idea of establishing formal mentoring
relationships has taken on new complexity in this era
of #MeToo and political divide. It makes the
establishment of mentor relationships that much
more difficult to arrange which is precisely why this
is a timely topic to explore today.
In the world of sales, no relationship is more
important and more impactful on performance and
revenue growth than that of the first line sales
manager to his or her team. An individual
salesperson’s performance will be materially

D
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impacted, for better or for worse, by the quality and
skill of the management and coaching provided by
this sales leader. However, effective sales
management is not a substitute for mentoring.
Indeed, all sales people, actually all business people,
will experience meaningful benefits that can only
come from a mentoring relationship.
For review, what are the differences between a
mentor, a manager and a coach? A mentor is not
typically a person who works in the same company,
unless one works in a very large enterprise where
the vast number of people make this workable.
Typically, a mentor is significantly more experienced,
and generally they are older than the mentee. The
mentor is not the boss; he or she can’t tell the
mentee what to do. Both the mentor and mentee
are volunteers in the arrangement, whereas a sales

Dan Weinfurter

manager is typically setting the agenda, directing the
content of a coaching session and providing very
specific feedback. The focus of a sales manager is
current performance. The focus of a mentor is on
the long term; helping the mentee grow in his or her
career. There must be an environment of complete
trust; the mentee knows that the mentor will not
judge, they will not speak out of school, and that all
mentor/mentee conversations are private. The
mentor has an obligation to be honest with the
mentee, to provide advice and feedback that at
times the mentee will not want to hear. The mentee
has a responsibility to hear what the mentor is
saying, and to incorporate feedback into their
actions to drive longterm career growth. The
mentor hopefully will elevate the performance of
the mentee in a way that a manager/subordinate
relationship never can.
Being a CEO is a difficult job. Being an effective
professional salesperson in 2018 is also an
extraordinarily challenging role. The requirements
for success have never been higher, and the barriers
one needs to overcome to engage buyers in a
mutually satisfying relationship have never been
more difficult to navigate. So, given this, how does
an aspiring sales professional find a person who will
be enthusiastically willing to devote the time and
energy (and take the personal risk that comes with
the role) necessary to be an effective mentor.
Like most things in life, this will not happen
without effort. The professional salesperson will
need to demonstrate skill, drive and ambition to
others he or she meets. No senior person wants to
invest time in a person they don’t respect and
appreciate. But the burden of finding a mentor is
primarily the responsibility of the salesperson. He or
she must be looking to build a body of connections
so that one or more of these connections may
evolve to a mentorship relationship. I have seen
many ways that more enterprising salespeople have
pulled this off. One salesperson who worked for me
a number of years ago actually developed a number
of relationships with clients that evolved into

mentor/mentee relationships. One of these
executives was at the time a CFO of a large public
company. Today, that executive is now the CEO of
the company, but the mentor/mentee relationship
with my former colleague has carried forward to this
day, nearly 20 years later. I have seen mentor
relationships result from relationships with suppliers.
I have witnessed mentor relationships start when a
person is in school and a connection is made with a
given professor. Graduate schools, or executive
education seminars provide a rich environment to
meet talented executives who might ultimately
become good mentors. Clubs can be good venues
for meeting people as well. The point is to think
about this with intent, and to be on the hunt to meet
and engage a given number of people who might
someday be willing to help.
While I daresay that individual salespeople have
to take personal responsibility to find mentors, it is
also my view that executives who have experienced
success in business and in life also have a
responsibility and obligation to be on the lookout for
young people who will benefit from a professional
mentorship relationship. Each of us will not have to
look far; you will meet these people in random
business meetings, in travels, while teaching and
speaking. Find some limited number of people you
interact with and offer to be helpful. Make some
introductions, ask some questions, and if asked,
provide feedback and advice. Some subset of these
relationships will evolve to the next level. Both
parties will be enriched through the experience. And
each of you will come to learn what Don Perkins
wrote about so long ago: anyone who makes it has a
n
mentor.

Dan Weinfurter is currently the managing
partner of Chicago Growth Consultants LLC, a
firm that provides advisory services on
growth strategies, sales effectiveness and
new product/services launch. He is also a
frequent keynote or motivational speaker.
FInd out more here
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Why Value Messaging Is Key to Sales
Enablement Success
Imagine this much too common scenario: Your marketing team has created
new value messages for a product launch to support their online content
and demand-and-lead-generation campaigns. Marketing will incorporate
the new value messages in all customer-facing content assets they are
creating for the sales force.

n parallel, the product management team
prepares producttraining services for the same
product launch. As you can imagine, their training
approach is based more on the product rather than
the business problems the new product can solve or
the business results that can be achieved.
Furthermore, and this is the key point in this context,
the value messages they use (if they use any) are old
ones from a similar product.
Additionally, the recently established sales
enablement initiative wants to justify its existence
and has created interactive playbooks for all
major product lines, based on, yes, the previous

I
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value messaging approach they had access to.
Sound familiar?
What does such a misaligned approach mean for
the sales force? It means confusion, inconsistency,
zero adoption and, of course, ineffectiveness.
How should salespeople get their heads around all
these different, inconsistent enablement services
that are pushed to them from different directions?
Actually, it often feels like enablement services are
thrown at them. What would you do in this situation
if you were a salesperson? You would probably
simply switch off the noise, decide you can only trust
yourself, and do what you think you should be doing.
And that’s using what’s on your laptop and what your
colleagues used last week in a similar prospect or
client situation. Now, let’s look at some data:
The majority of organizations (64.7%) live with
enablement inconsistency. Their sales content and
their product training services are not purposefully
aligned to each other.
A bit more than one quarter are not directly aligned
(26.8%) and more than onethird are only aligned at a
high level (37.9%). The latter means that in most cases,
the different teams may be aware of the other teams’
activities, but without cocreating enablement
services. And not being aligned at all is a classic silo
scenario. This lack of enablement consistency should
be considered as what it is: enablement chaos. And the
cause can be easily identified. It’s not having a
consistent, overarching value messaging approach
covering the entire customer’s path that all
contributing teams are required to use.

Tamara Schenk

Aligned enablement services are worth it: If sales
content and product training are aligned at least on
the value message level, the win rates for forecasted
deals are 7.5% better. The costs of misalignment,
the costs of doing nothing, are worse: 22.6% decline
in win rates.
Win rates for forecasted deals are remarkably
better (55.7%) if content and training services are
aligned at least on the value messaging level.
Enablement services that are not aligned, or are only
aligned at a high level, lead to win rate performance
way below average (40.1%). Based on the 2017 Sales
Enablement Optimization Study’s average win rate of
51.8%, the improvement is 7.5% or 3.9 percentage
points, but the decline or the cost of doing nothing is
much larger: 22.6% decline or 11.7 percentage
points.

Four ideas to improve your value messaging
approach:
1. Establish clarity  Who owns value messaging
Value messaging is often considered to be owned by
marketing. But in the age of the customer, an
approach that is only focused on the early stages of
the customer’s path doesn’t work any longer. In the
absence of a chief CX officer, a strategic sales
enablement function that orchestrates all
enablement efforts from content to training to
coaching along the entire customer’s path is in a
great position to own the value messaging approach
along those lines. That doesn’t mean at all that
marketing has nothing to do with value messaging
any longer. In fact, marketing’s role is growing
because of the broader scope along the entire
customer’s path.
2. Establish a standardized value messaging
framework:
Orchestrating value messaging across various
functions requires a solid foundation for all teams
involved, ideally designed with the customer’s path at
the center. CSO Insights has developed a dynamic

value messaging framework that defines the
different value messaging types for each phase of the
customer’s path. Also, the framework shows how
these different value messages impact your
enablement content, training and coaching services.
Without a standardized framework, you will never
achieve enablement scalability and efficiency in the
messaging space.
3. Establish clarity on the criteria that impact
different value messages:
These criteria can cover a broad range. Think about
the business challenges your products and service
solve, the business results they can help to achieve.
Also consider the relevant buyer roles, and the
different phases of the customer’s path. Additionally,
don’t forget the impact of different buying situations
and their particular risks (renewal versus new
problem to be solved), and also factor in your own
position as vendor (startup vs. established vendor).
4. Orchestrate the required crossfunctional
collaboration:
Initially, workshops with all teams involved
(marketing, sales, product management, industries,
enablement, etc.) are ideal so that this group can
actually create the new value messages. But to
ensure that you will end up with value messages that
cover the criteria defined above, have a moderator
who is familiar with your approach. Capture the
rough value messages, structured by your defined
criteria.
Sales enablement should orchestrate all value
messaging efforts along the customer’s path to
ensure that all enablement services are consistent,
valuable and effective. These efforts pay off, with
7.5% better win rates. The cost of doing nothing is
n
worse: a 22.6% decline in win rates.

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director
at CSO Insights. Find out more here
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Redefining The B2B Buyer Experience
It’s increasingly difficult to
establish meaningful
connections with buyers.
They don’t trust sellers and
aren’t interested in meeting.
So, what’s a seller to do?
he pervasive, negative stereotypes about
sellers affect how people initially react to you.
The Glengarry Glen Ross and Wolf of Wall Street
movie personas of sellers are reinforced in real life
often enough to put buyers on the defensive. What’s
a seller to do?

This often leads to displaying those salesy
behaviors buyers resist. Engaging in more of the
same old sales behaviors exacerbates the problem.
All sellers seem the same because they’re all
behaving the same way.

Something Different, but What?

More of the Same Behaviors Results in More
of the Same Reactions

There must be another option. Researchers Robin
Lewis and Michael Dart concluded that winning
people’s wallets requires delivering “such an
awesome connecting experience that they will go out
of their way to come to you.”
“An awesome connecting experience”? Now
that’s something different in selling! It’s a phrase
that’s more likely to be associated with leadership.
Let’s break it down.

Too many sellers shrug their shoulders and adopt
these stereotypical behaviors. Others work mightily
to defuse buyers’ negative perceptions by operating
with integrity, the more challenging path to be sure.
For buyers, the challenge is to separate the wheat
from the chaff, determining which sellers are
trustworthy. As buyers become more selfsufficient
and more resistant to advances, sellers are forced to
scramble to find more leads, make more calls, and get
in front of more buyers.

Awesome. When we’re using the slang definition of
awesome, it means the sales call is going to be “very
impressive.” Jaded buyers won’t rate even the best
selling behaviors as “very impressive.” Quality is a
weak differentiator that may go completely
unnoticed. The dictionary meaning of awesome is
more applicable: “causing an overwhelming feeling of
admiration or respect.” Now that’s something that
would certainly capture a buyer’s attention and
clearly be differentiating.

T
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Deb Calvert

Connecting.
Connecting,
too,
aims
for
differentiation. Connecting means joining or linking.
To be clear, connecting means much more than a
social media link. It involves more than the initial
rapportbuilding you do with prospects. A
connection isn’t just a name in your CRM.
Automation and artificial intelligence (AI) can’t
adequately make connections. In human interactions,
there’s a need for emotional connection.
Experience. In ancient times, people traded
commodities to survive. As manufacturing expanded,
sellers offered variety and quality to distinguish their
goods. In time, service became the differentiation
between one manufacturer’s goods and another’s.
Today, service is no longer enough. Buyers demand
more.
Experiences aren’t manufactured or engineered
by sellers or their companies. Instead, a buyer derives
personal meaning because of his or her imprint on
the interactive experience. The seller’s role is to
facilitate a highly personalized interaction.
An “awesome connecting experience” is an
incredibly high standard. Most B2B sellers focus on
goods and services. Buyers react by commoditizing
these offerings and focusing on price alone. Striving
toward the high standard of an awesome connecting
experience is no longer merely optional. It’s
absolutely essential because buyers are accustomed
to it in their B2C shopping experiences.

Meeting The Preferences Of Today’s Buyers
CX researcher Esteban Kolsky concluded that 86
percent of buyers will pay more for an emotionally
satisfying experience that is relevant and
personalized than for something generic. The value
of a meaningful and unique experience significantly
exceeds the value of the goods and service
accompanying it.
The need for B2B sellers to catch up with
consumer sales thinking is crystal clear. Less obvious
is how B2B sellers can provide personalized

experiences and help buyers to participate in creating
what they want. Currently, sellers are not trained,
equipped, or expected to:
l Cause an overwhelming feeling of admiration or
l
l
l
l

respect.
Provide the unexpected that triggers a euphoric
response.
Connect with buyers personally.
Enable buyers to participate in creating what they
want.
Make buyers feel significant or important.

These expectations seem less like a job description
for sales and more like one for leadership. Buyers
told us repeatedly that they want sellers to behave
differently. Buyers resist “sales” behaviors and erect
barriers to avoid sellers altogether. By contrast,
they invite and welcome seller behaviors that
produce
awesome
connecting
experiences.
Behaviorally, how can sellers create powerfully
differentiating, awesome connecting experiences for
their B2B buyers, who bring high expectations from
their B2C experiences? Those behaviors are
leadership behaviors.
Being a leader doesn’t mean you have a position
of authority, a formal title, or a specific spot on an
organizational chart. Leadership isn’t for a chosen
few. Leadership is about relationships, credibility,
passion, and conviction, and, ultimately, about what
you do.
You already have the capacity to lead. You already
have buyers who want you to lead. The question is:
What are you going to do to stop selling and start
leading? The more frequently you choose to lead, the
more you will create those awesome connecting
experiences that make extraordinary things happen. n

Deb Calvert, president of People First
Productivity Solutions, is the coauthor of the
new bestseller Stop Selling & Start Leading.
Based on buyer research, this book is the
behavioral blueprint for sellers.
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The principles of leadership haven't changed,
but how we do it is vastly different
From the bestselling authors, Kevin Eikenberry and Wayne Turmel, who “wrote the book” on remote leadership,
comes THE BOOK for leaders navigating the remote workplace today.
The principles of leadership haven’t changed—they are principles. They're timeless and true regardless of where you—
and your people—are.
What has changed is that people are working in different places and perhaps at different times.
There has been a fundamental change in the way people work together, and how leaders communicate. We can’t rely
on realtime, facetoface communication when people work from home or the other side of the world. Those
changes profoundly impact how leaders think, act and communicate.
In The Long-Distance Leader, you’ll learn the subtle but sometimes painfully different nuances of leading in this new
world of virtual work. You’ll also learn how to apply the timeless principles of leadership to help you have better
relationships, get more done and have more success. The guiding principles of leadership remain, but how we
implement them has changed forever. DETAILS HERE

This Month’s Top Book Review

Stop Selling & Start Leading
by James Kouzes, Barry Posner & Deb Calvert

t’s not often that three super accomplished
authors collaborate on a new sales book, but
that’s what Jim Kouzes, Barry Posner & Deb
Calvert, authors of Stop Selling & Start Leading did.
They skillfully took proven leadership skillsets and
overlaid them on the sales process from the points
of view of both B2B buyers and sales professionals.
The outcome is an easytounderstand and
compelling read.
Anytime authors can incorporate meaningful
research, you end up with a very rich backdrop. In
this case, the authors surveyed 530 B2B buyers to
find out what buyers believed were the most
compelling traits and behaviors of sellers they
engaged. The result is a powerful, balanced narrative
between what buyers expect and need and what
today’s savviest seller are discovering about how to
grow relationships with buyers based on a mutual
set of engagement standards.
To add even more horsepower to this combo
sales+leadership book, the authors offer up
vignettes of how both sides of the buy/sell
relationship use leadership to boost sales

I

effectiveness and achieve a greater good for all
around the table.
This terrific read points out that credible, honest,
trustworthy people with business acumen win the
day. Sellers must learn how buyers buy. We are in a
buyers’ market with too many sellers and not
enough buyers, so buyers are demanding more of
sellers and smart sellers get it!
Using a fivepart behavioral blueprint, the
authors set the table for sellers to raise their sales
game using leadership skills as the compass that
points to true north. The subtitle of Stop Selling and
Start Leading is “How to make extraordinary sales
happen”. In stories throughout the book, you’ll see
how each side in the buy/sell engagement is looking
for ways to collaborate and reach higher ground in
what is clearly a trustbased business process. In my
days in corporate sales, I always believed that
relationships came first with great customers and
business came second. Stop Selling & Start Leading
validates some of my longheld truisms.
One of the parts of this book that got my special
attention is the chapter on “Experiment and Take
Risks”. I love positive risk because it brings buyers
and sellers together under one common theme 
both parties do their best to think creatively and
collaboratively to derisk the buyer/seller
experience. This is what builds trust and buyer/seller
relationships that can last a lifetime.
My recommendation? Buy Stop Selling & Start
Leading today and you will be immersed in the
buyerbased blueprint for increasing your sales
n
bigtime!

Reviewed by Patrick Tinney, author of
“Perpetual Hunger: Sales Prospecting Lessons &
Strategy” and “Unlocking Yes: Sales Negotiation
Lessons & Strategy” Founder of
www.centroidmarketing.com a sales and
negotiation training company.
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Sales Call Reluctance®
Organizational ”Signatures
Sales Call Reluctance is a phenomenon that sinks companies that have the
right products services. In spite of that many leaders do not take action
against it. Could it be so that they do not see it as they may have the same
problem themselves? If the whole culture suffers from it, it becomes beliefs
and it is almost impossible for the people to see it if they do not test the
whole organization with a Sales Call Reluctance test like SPQ*Gold/FSA.
ales Call Reluctance behaviors consist of 16
different types. Research show that they are
toxic. It takes only about 8 weeks until a new
salesperson has the same types as the managers in
the company. Also remember that most of the types
are learned and therefore they can be unlearned.
The result will for most companies be amazing with a
much higher turnover, lower recruiting cost etc.
Below you will find the six major types (of a total
of 16 different types) that hits the company’s sales
process everywhere and hits the turnover and result
hard, as they make sales people underperform and
even make them leave. A lot of a high turnover of
salespeople is due to Sales Call Reluctance as sales
people that underperform or can`t cope with the
number of calls that need to be done each day. Sales
call Reluctance is not about personality it is about
how much you will prospect and the feelings and
thinking salespeople and managers have about

S
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prospecting. That evidently lower the performance
when it comes to prospecting.
If you can find your sales organization in the
below behavior Signatures of the major six types you
may have a Sales Call Reluctance issue and taking
care of that will definitely make your company grow.
If that is important act on it!
Over Preparer
Too many meetings; Salespeople weighted down
with unnecessary administrative requirements;
administrative compliance over new business
production.
HyperPro
Unnecessary investments in the ”right” look;
decisions not based on probable impact on
profitability, but on how they are likely to make
decision makers look.

Christer B Jansson

Yielder
Ambiguous accountabilities; leadership vacuum;
Culture gossip and rumors; leadership by grapevine;
rhetorical goalsetting.

Social SelfConsciousness
Defaulted, neglected uppertier markets which are
left to competitors; ignored upper level products;
low quality sales recruiting.

Six different behaviors that all will create an
underperforming sales organization and also make
individual sales people suffer as they do not reach
their goals and if on commission they also earn less.
You might not feel Sales Call reluctance in a nervous
stomach first, it will hit your wallet first and the
company.
There are consultants on the market that are
specialized on working with this issues. It is not easy
but worth every penny you invest in lower the grade
of sales Call Reluctance in your company. It does not
matter if you are a professional sales person or an
accountant. Without any customers or clients you
n
have in the end no work.

Oppositional Reflex
Management by temper tantrum ; internal politics;
power struggles; sociopats for advisors, personal
survival elevated over team mindedness.

Christer B Jansson is CEO, Confident
Approach  Europe’s leading specialists in
Sales Call Reluctance. Find out more here

Sales Role Rejection
Indoctrination over training; insistence on
euphemisms for the ”sales” role; distancing from
sales function; little identification with sales process.

Top Sales Roundtables
TSW Roundtables are a monthly live event providing an expert panel of
immensely successful thought leaders with the opportunity to share their views
and debate the current hot topics. These highly interactive sessions, which are
moderated/hosted by Top Sales World’s CEO, Jonathan Farrington, welcome
and indeed, encourage audience participation to create a forum like atmosphere.
They always go on air at 12 noon Eastern (5 pm GMT).

UP NEXT …. Social Selling: Is It Really Working?

Barbara Giamanco

Lori Richardson

REGISTER HERE FOR THIS ROUNDTABLE

Mike Montague

Jonathan Farrington

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

BETTER SALES RESULTS THROUGH
BETTER SALES MANAGEMENT

How Vantage Point Delivers Quantifiable Sales Improvement
Emphasis on Sales Management
For most sales training companies, managers are an afterthought. At Vantage Point, they are the nexus of
what we do. Stated simply, we are the leading global experts in developing sales managers.

Measurable Return on Investment
You invest in training for one reason only: to boost sales results. By implementing easily executable sales
management processes, we enable healthier pipelines, higher win rates, and better sales performance.

Research-Based Best Practices
Our training programs are not based on anecdotal experiences – they are built on the latest best practices
uncovered in our research. Our clients are looking for credible thought-leadership, and we provide it.

Best-in-Class Sales Management Training
If you agree that sales management is a force multiplier in the sales force, then we need to talk. As judged
by our clients, we offer the most unique, innovative, and impactful sales management training available.

NEW BEST PRACTICES ARE
REVOLUTIONIZING SALES MANAGEMENT
• Simple
Amazon
BEST
SELLER

• Practical

• Intuitive

• Powerful

“There’s an acute shortage of good books on the specifics of sales
management. This book is about the practical specifics of sales
management in the new era, and it fills a void.”
From the Foreword by Neil Rackham

© Vantage Point Performance

VANTAGE POINT CORE TRAINING PROGRAMS
Vantage Point’s high-impact training
programs produce demonstrable return-oninvestment by targeting the management and
sales activities that drive consistent sales
force execution.

The Sales Management Code®
Vantage Point’s flagship workshop, incorporating the research findings from our best-selling book. This workshop
introduces new sales management practices that enable leaders to:
• Align rep activities with desired objectives and results
• Implement a management process that drives consistent performance
• Coach each selling role and sales process more confidently
• Maximize the value of CRM and reporting

Pipeline Coaching®
The most innovative and practical workshop ever offered on the subject of pipeline management. Based on three years of
research, it teaches powerful strategies and tactics that are proven to grow revenue. Learn how to:
• Build and maintain a healthy sales pipeline
• Determine the ideal size for an individual seller’s pipeline
• Help sellers strategically navigate and win more deals
• Transform pipeline reviews from an administrative burden into coaching

Frontline Forecasting®
Vantage Point’s groundbreaking workshop based on our latest research into sales forecasting and the best practices that
turn this erratic chore into a precision activity. Participants learn to:
• Recognize sales forecasting worst practices
• Select appropriate forecasting frameworks for their own sales teams
• Help salespeople add quantitative rigor to their forecasts
• Identify coaching opportunities during the forecasting process

The Agile Sales Code®
Our revolutionary new training program designed specifically for frontline salespeople. Built on seven years of research into
the single common trait of all top salespeople – Agility – it makes sellers more agile by teaching them to:
• Identify the most common buying situations they face
• Select the winning sales approach for that specific situation
• Execute the strategy flawlessly in each situation
• Win deals they currently lose due to inflexible, one-size-fits-all sales processes

Sample Clients

© Vantage Point Performance

Top Sales Post

April’s Top Sales Post
Effective Sales Training: What Are the Foundational
Elements? by Frank V. Cespedes

S

omeone once told me that many companies
maintain their equipment better than their
people. If so, they get what they don’t maintain. This
is especially true in sales. Across industries, turnover
in sales averages about 2530% annually. This
means that, at many firms, the equivalent of the
entire sales force must be replaced and trained
every four years or so. Any talk about talent
management which ignores a requirement of that
magnitude is just talk.
Despite what you currently hear about “big data”
and “predictable revenue,” selling is not a science
reducible to a few methodological rules that can be
specified exante. Many variables affect selling
effectiveness besides the sales person: price,
product, competition, market conditions, and so on.

It’s your responsibility to adapt, not the market’s
responsibility to be kind to your sales efforts.
But as the phrase implies, “sales reps” represent
their organization to the market. They need
reinforcement, periodic upgrading, adaptation of
skills to changing circumstances, and the motivation
that is a byproduct of a good developmental
process. Stated more bluntly, training salespeople
(and other professionals who must deal with a range
of changing situations) requires what the U.S. Air
Force in training pilots calls the 8P’s: “Proper Prior
Planning and Preparation Prevents PissPoor
Performance.”
In my experience, effective sales training has
certain foundational components, with implications
Read Full Article Here
for sales trainers, sales ...

Our 2018 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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